How has Violence affected your life?

Violence affected my life because I don't know if somebody will come and just stop or just beat me up. Violence also affected my life because sometimes I get scared because I don't know what anybody can do to me or even hurt me. Also because when I hear the news of people dying or getting shot. It's really hard to go outside and not think about what they showed on the news of how people are dying.

What are the causes of youth violence?

I think the causes of youth violence is kids playing video games. I think that because some games have shooting and killing. Then kids think it's so cool so they try to become that certain person. So the kids start to kill and shoot and beat people down until they are completely dead.

Another thing I think that causes youth violence is family situations. I think that because sometimes kids get mad of family situations and then take their angry out on other people or people in their school.

What can I do about youth violence?

What I can do is that I can break-up a fight that is happening or I can keep people that are my age from going before it gets to far. Another thing is that I can keep little kids from fighting before they get used to it and
Start fighting when there older. I can also tell little kids to not play games that have violence in it. Another thing I can do is if I see anybody drinking or smoking that are my age I can tell them that is bad for you and that, that can cause violence. Make sure kids don't swear or fight. What I can also do is that I can keep kids my age to stop people from watching movies that has violence in it. I can also keep kids my age from watching movies that has violence involved. Another thing I can do is that I can create a group that is against violence. I can also make posters saying no more or drinking or smoking creates violence. I can also try to talk to the council. I can also try to keep people from bulling or teasing other people. I can also keep people off the heritage talking. I can also tell people at my school to try to keep there personal friend from arguing so they won't do the same thing or keep there parents from fighting so they won't learn from them. I can try to keep people in my school from being bad. I say that because kids that are bad in school or also bad outside of school and that can create violence. I can keep kids from arguing with teachers before it gets out of hand. I can also tell people to not argug with their sibillings also tell them to not argug with their parnets or their family members and not hurt their pets because they get use to and start hurting people instead.